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DISTRUST BY DEFAULT
Because you don’t know who to trust

In todays world you don’t know who to trust resulting in manual research and 
extended processing times, which in turn leads to customer dissatisfaction.  

• Longer processing times while UW manually research each risk for 
a given company 

• Longer claims due to every claim being treated as suspect 
• All customer engagements must be lengthy and require human intervention 

– leading to distrust on both sides of the aisle. 

TRUST AUTOMATION
Because Relationships Matter 

Trust means speed – when you can trust the person you are working with you can 
move through any process with incredible speed, and higher customer satisfaction.  

• Automate your data gathering processes – empowering your UW to evaluate all risks 
• Distill data into easy to read fraud indicators – flagging claims that need deeper 

reviews
• Choose how best to serve your customers – create automated process or 

concierge services the choice is yours.  

• Reduce legitimate claims turnaround times by 
verifying trust

• Score, compare and manage your vendors
• Add fraud schemes to underwriting and claims 

processes and become more efficient end-to-end

• Pay out trustworthy claims faster
• Consistently screen claims to improve referrals and 

catch fraud
• Provide a helicopter view for adjusters by showing 

actionable insights from all data points

The world’s leading provider of Trust Automation Solutions

Benefits of trust automation per department

Claims adjustersUnderwriters Investigators

• Write policies faster, consistent and without bias
• Gather risk insights for an entire portfolio
• Combine internal & external data sources to get 

comprehensive view of every risk
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130
Million screenings

per year

8.9
Average customer

rating

1+
Billion $ saved

per year

300+
Implementations 

worldwide

“We not only achieve 
savings by preventing 
and resolving fraud, 

but also by optimizing 
fraud investigations and 

subsequent prosecution.” 

“By separating claims 
with low risk of fraud on a 
fast track, it standardizes 

and further speeds up 
claims screening at greater 

accuracy.” 

“We realized a total fraud 
savings of $21million 

within the first 2 years of 
being live, and increased 

our fraud savings per 
investigator from $550.000 

to $2million.” 

Don’t take our word for it


